CUMULATIVE CHORDS: 3rd in the Bass (1st Inversions) from the 5th String

REVIEW (y'sore) & NEW (?) PERSPECTIVE:

New fill in the names of these chords
CUMULATIVE CHORDS: 3RD in the BASS (1ST INVERSIONS) from the 5th STRING

REVIEW (of sorts) & NEW (?) PERSPECTIVE:

[Diagram of guitar chords]
CUMULATIVE CHORDS (COLOR+VISUAL GROUPING): 1ST INVERSIONS FROM THE 5TH STRING
(3RD IN THE BASS)

Fill in chord qualities as usual (over each diagram)

3rd Note

3rd Note from 7 (unaltered)
CUMULATIVE CHORDS (COLOR + VISUAL GROUPING): 1ST INVERSIONS from the 5TH STRING
(3RD IN THE BASS)

Fill in chord qualities as usual (over each diagram)